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Bardo garden gate
The Bardo garden gate has no mesh but has round bars instead. 
Therefore, the Bardo garden gate looks a lot sturdier than the other 
garden gates in the Kopal range. 

The Bardo garden gate is essentially a lighter version of the industrial 
swing gates from Kopal. Thanks to the tunnel shaped horizontal profiles, 
the Bardo gate prevents dust accumulation on the wings, giving the 
gate a cleaner look.

The Bardo garden gate is placed on square posts, on which is placed a 
hinge system that allows the wings to rotate 180°. The Bardo garden 
gate is available with single or double wings in various sizes.

To lock the Bardo garden gate, one can choose between a bolt or a lock 
box with cylinder lock.
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Posts
The posts are made of steel profiles of 60/60/2 mm and 
are finished with a plastic cap on top. Each post has 2 
adjustable hinges M12, made of stainless steel, that allow 
the wings to open by 180°. The length of the posts equals 
the heigth of the wing + the ground gap + 50 cm.  

Wings
The wings are made from steel tubes measuring 40/40 
mm vertically and tunnel profiles measuring 40/35 
mm horizontally.  Between these, round bars having a 
diameter of 25 mm are welded. The distance between 
the bars is 12 cm a.o.a. 

Bardo garden gate

Locking system
Lock box with cylinder lock having a day and night lock, 
including 3 keys. As an option, the wings can be equipped 
with a  ground bolt.  

Finish
Galvanized and coated with a polyester powder coating 
in a standard Kopal colour. Other colours are available on 
demand. 

STANDARD COLOURS RAL CODE

moss green RAL 6005

pine green RAL 6009
stone gray RAL 7030
quartz gray RAL 7039
anthracite gray RAL 7016
pure white RAL 9010
brillant black RAL 9005bl
mat black RAL 9004m
Other colours on demand
Shown colours can differ from the true colours.  Always use colour 
samples to choose your colour.

Standard 
heights Bardo 

garden gate (m)

Standard 
widths  

single wing (m)

Standard 
widths  

double vleugel 
(m)

1.00 1.00 2.00

1.20 1.20 2.40

1.50 1.50 3.00

1.80

2.00
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